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Crynodeb o'r ymgynghoriad 

 
Cynhaliodd Llywodraeth Cymru ymgynghoriad cyhoeddus rhwng 11 Gorffennaf 2018 
a 3 Hydref 2018 ar y cynllun gweithredu drafft ynghylch sŵn a seinwedd yng 
Nghymru, ar gyfer y cyfnod 2018-2023. Mae'r Gyfarwyddeb Sŵn Amgylcheddol yn 
gofyn i lywodraethau adolygu ac os oes angen, ailysgrifennu eu cynlluniau 
gweithredu ynghylch sŵn bob pum mlynedd. 
 
Daeth 24 o ymatebion i'r ymgynghoriad i law. 
 
Roedd 11 o'r ymatebion hynny gan sefydliadau, yn cynnig sylw ar y cynllun 
gweithredu drafft ei hun. Roedd y mwyafrif llethol o blaid y camau sy'n cael eu 
cymryd gan Lywodraeth Cymru ac awgrymwyd nifer o welliannau i'r testun. 
Rhoddwyd ystyriaeth i'r awgrymiadau hyn ac mae nifer o newidiadau wedi'u gwneud 
i'r cynllun gweithredu terfynol. Mae rhai o'r cyfraniadau technegol a dderbyniwyd yn 
ystod yr ymgynghoriad yn cael eu dyfynnu yn y cynllun gweithredu terfynol. Lle 
cafwyd sylwadau oedd yn ymwneud â chynllunio defnydd tir, bydd Llywodraeth 
Cymru'n rhoi sylw arbennig iddynt pan fydd yn adolygu Nodyn Cyngor Technegol 
(TAN) 11: Sŵn, gyda’r nod o gyflwyno TAN newydd yn ei le a fydd yn ymdrin ag 
ansawdd aer a seinwedd. 
 
Cafwyd 13 o ymatebion gan y cyhoedd neu eu cynrychiolwyr etholedig. Cafodd y 
rheini oedd yn ymdrin â chynnwys y cynllun gweithredu drafft eu hystyried yr un pryd 
â sylwadau'r sefydliadau. O ran y rheini oedd yn ymdrin â phynciau lleol, tynnwyd 
sylw'r awdurdodau lleol neu yn achos traffyrdd a chefnffyrdd, Is-adran Rheoli 
Rhwydwaith Llywodraeth Cymru, atynt. 
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Yr ymatebion i’r ymgynghoriad 

 
Ymateb Ian Mullis ar ran Cyngor Bwrdeistref Sirol Caerffili 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Welsh Government expects public bodies to follow the WBFG Act’s ‘five ways of 
working’ when managing noise.  In principle, this may be laudible and, indeed, such 
considerations form key aspects of how the planning system operates which places 
a strong emphasis on sustainable development, stakeholder collaboration and 
community involvement.  In practice, however, this may still result in development 
that has a negative impact (albeit small in many cases) on noise and soundscape 
considerations, though adheres to the principles of sustainability generally.  Noise 
and soundscape need to be viewed as considerations in terms of sustainable 
development, but their importance should be not overstated within the context of 
providing that development which is necessary to create socially and economically 
sustainable communities. 
 
Planning for New Development mentions that the revised version of PPW places 
noise pollution and soundscape on an equal footing with housing, employment and 
transport.  Consequently, factors such as this should affect initial policy choices in 
the preparation of development plans and must feature as considerations in the 
initial choice of development locations, where appropriate, and in the early design 
stages of developments and projects. 
 
Environmental factors such as this are already incorporated into site selection 
processes during development plan preparation and are assessed accordingly, 
including through the sustainability appraisal process.  In this latter sense then, it is 
hard to see where an increased emphasis on noise pollution and soundscape issues 
would differ from the current approach in practical terms.  Details of proposals can 
only be assessed at planning application stage and indeed are. 
 
Should the future requirement be over and above what is currently employed by 
LPAs, then it is not considered that this approach is entirely realistic, in that the 
impact of a proposal outlined in principle in a development plan on issues such as 
soundscape may not be possible to adequately assess.  In another regard, the 
planning system acts as a mechanism for the delivery, and regulation of, 
development.  If those environmental factors used to assess the suitability of 
development are brought to a level of parity with the development itself, then this 
risks not achieving those social and economic sustainability objectives that might 
otherwise be realised – not through disallowing inappropriate development (which 
the system as it currently operates seeks to ensure should not be permitted in any 
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event), but by requiring such a degree of environmental mitigation that the market’s 
willingness to invest in certain areas is diminished and viability is compromised. 
 
The agent of change principle as envisaged appears to be a sensible one in terms of 
the recognition of different soundscapes.  Compatibility of neighbouring uses is 
already considered during plan preparation, but the ability to codify these as “areas 
of cultural significance” or areas where soundscape is particularly sensitive may be 
helpful from the point of view of future development.  However, it would still need to 
be balanced against a need not to prejudice development e.g. the diversification of 
uses in town and local centres, for example. 
 
Tranquil Green Space in the Built Environment 
 
5.7 ‘Protecting Tranquil Urban Green Space’ reiterates PPW Ed. 10 by stating that 
formal and informal open green spaces should be protected from development.  
Whilst this serves as the default position for development plan preparation and the 
determination of planning applications, national policy needs to provide development 
plans the flexibility to incorporate this into local planning policy whilst still allowing for 
development to take place, where it would be beneficial in overall sustainability terms 
and allow for local objectives, devised with regard for national policy and guidance, 
to be achieved. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
It is mentioned that TAN 11: Noise is being updated in order to take account of this 
document, and the provisions of PPW Ed. 10.  In addition, Welsh Government is 
establishing an Air Quality Monitoring and Assessment Centre, although the 
document clearly states that Welsh Government is considering what role this new 
body should have. 
 
The noise maps publicised in conjunction with this document provide a useful 
indication of those locations where noise may be an issue.  If these are to be used to 
provide spatial context to the advice contained in the revised TAN (as the DAM maps 
are for TAN 15), it would be helpful if the requirements of the TAN gave room to 
LPAs to consider and weigh soundscape and noise issues against other aspects of 
sustainability when determining the suitability of particular proposals or development 
types in a given location.  The effect of TAN 15 has been to rule out certain locations 
due to flood risk, and place onerous requirements on developers in others to 
overcome these.  Whilst there will, indeed, be considerable costs associated with the 
mitigation of flood risk in certain areas in order to achieve sustainable schemes, the 
degree to which TAN 15 allows LPAs to weigh it against other sustainability factors is 
reduced, thereby increasing the risk of LDP strategies not being fulfilled, or 
increasing pressure on other sites in a local authority’s area to collectively meet such 
strategies.  It would be unfortunate if the revised TAN 11 were to adopt a similarly 
strict approach. 
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Ymateb Paul Carter ar ran Cyngor Caerdydd 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Cardiff Council welcomes the proposal to draw together a coherent Noise and 
Soundscape Action Plan, using the five ways of working outlined in the Wellbeing of 
Future Generations Act. 
 
Similarly, it is recognized that air quality and noise are key public health issues. 
Aligning noise and soundscape with the Clean Air programme by defining 
environmental noise as an airborne pollutant would be an effective approach.  A 
revised Air Quality and Soundscape TAN would be welcomed.  The emphasis on 
creating healthier soundscapes is a positive development and ensuring this is 
appropriately embedded in planning policy would provide the framework for 
delivering this aspiration. The agent of change principle also should be reflected in 
the policy framework, which also needs to provide Local Authorities with appropriate 
tools to ensure that the effects of new developments are fully considered and 
mitigated where necessary.  The importance of having a robust policy framework is 
highlighted in the statement “The best way to deal with unacceptable levels of road 
traffic noises is to prevent them occurring in the first place” (6.1). 
 
In relation to Section 6, ‘Road traffic noise in Wales’, we welcome the commitment to 
active travel and supporting quieter vehicle technologies as a means of addressing 
traffic noise. In view of the potential benefits of promoting active travel in terms of the 
soundscape and improving air quality, this needs to be prioritised and further support 
given, particularly in view of the ambitions of the Active Travel Act.  With regard to 
quieter vehicle technologies, reference also needs to be made public transport 
vehicles, which are currently not specifically mentioned with the exception of the 
reference to the Low Emission Bus Fund (6.6.5). Information regarding funding 
opportunities (6.6.5) would be appreciated. 
 
Section 6.2, ‘Who is responsible?’ outlines the accountability of local authorities for 
managing noise from the roads for which it is responsible.  Whilst some of the 
actions outlined in 6.1 are within the remit/are of influence of local authorities (e.g. 
road surfacing), many of those which are identified as making a “major contribution” 
(6.1.2 e.g. stricter legislation) are not. Additional action is needed from the UK and 
Welsh governments, particularly with regard to the composition of the vehicle fleet 
and stricter legislation for the point of sale.  This is particularly pressing given the 
evidence presented in the action plan regarding residential population exposure to 
road traffic noise. 
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Ymateb Tony Hughes ar ran Cydbwyllgor AHNE Bryniau Clwyd a Dyffryn 
Dyfrdwy 

 
Thank you for consulting the AONB on this matter.  The following observations are 
submitted on behalf of the Joint Committee following consultation with the AONB 
Partnership Landscape Character and Built Environment Working Group and the 
Chair of the committee: 
 
“The Joint Committee fully supports preparation of a noise and soundscape action 
plan for Wales. 
 
Tranquillity is recognised as one of the Special Qualities of the AONB, and is defined 
in the AONB Management Plan as ‘an atmosphere of calm and stillness; peace and 
quiet; and with dark night skies’. The opportunity to experience these qualities 
enhances the quality of life of residents and visitors to the AONB and contributes to 
their well-being, and the committee welcomes recognition in the action plan of the 
benefits provided by Wales’ protected landscapes in this regard. 
 
Broadening the scope of the action plan to embrace the concept of ‘soundscapes’ is 
also supported.  Recognising that some noise has beneficial effects (e.g. the natural 
sounds of the landscape such as running water or birdsong) will help provide a more 
holistic and coherent response. To assist with rolling out this concept, the committee 
would suggest that Welsh Government consider the development of a ‘toolkit’ to 
provide guidance for practitioners and others to assess soundscapes and impacts on 
tranquillity. 
 
In addition, encouraging greater integration between noise and air quality 
management is supported, but the Joint Committee would also suggest that in many 
cases there will be synergy with the management of excessive light, which is a 
related component of tranquillity. This issue is being increasingly recognised and 
many of Wales’ protected landscapes (National Parks and AONB’s) have already 
secured or aspire to be recognised and managed as formal Dark Sky areas, 
including the Clwydian Range and Dee Valley AONB. In this context, the committee 
would suggest that this should be recognised in the action plan and consideration 
given to how this might be part of a more integrated approach.” 
 
I would be grateful if you could take account of the Committee’s views when 
finalising the action plan. 
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Ymateb Stephen Turner ar ran yr Athrofa Acwsteg 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
The Institute of Acoustics recognises that this document has been produced to meet 
the necessary requirements of the Environmental Noise (Wales) Regulations 2006, 
as amended.  We welcome, however, the opportunity taken by the Welsh 
Government to make this document its central noise policy document.  In particular, 
we welcome that, probably uniquely, it is a policy document that overtly includes 
soundscape in the title.  This represents a significant change in approach. 
 
Although the document introduces the concept of soundscape into Government 
policy, it is important to recognise that this should be regarded as a first step.  There 
is the scope for more guidance, one key point being the users' involvement in the 
management and design of the acoustic environments.  The action plan provides a 
framework for such involvement and could include recommendations for public 
awareness and engagement campaigns, establishment of noise and soundscape 
local action teams, etc. 
 
Furthermore, the long-term strategy might be expanded to accommodate 
soundscape approaches which consider conservation and management of cultural 
and natural heritage and accompanying research results. This is partially present 
within the Special Landscape Areas policy (ENV3-4) for Cardiff and Swansea areas 
but it could be included as part of a general strategy. 
 
Overall, the process adopted by the Welsh Government appears to have been 
robust and we support the way the plan seeks to integrate noise management policy 
with other related policies in Wales. 
 
We broadly agree with the actions and long-term strategy proposed by the Welsh 
Government.  In particular: 
 

 The fact that air quality should be considered alongside noise pollution  

 

 The recognition that there is risk of adverse effects at consistent low level 

exposure as well as intermittent high-level exposure. 

 
Having said that, it must be remembered that noise is an inevitable consequence of 
our current society and when approaching the management noise, there has to be a 
recognition that many noise making activities provide value to society (e.g. through 
employment, connectivity etc).  Therefore, any noise management policy must 
consider the economic and social benefits of the activity as well as any 
environmental dis-benefits. 
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Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
There is potentially scope for the definition and methods of soundscape (as in ISO 
soundscape standards), to be made clearer. Additional methods, approaches and 
guidance on soundscape could be given, or at least encouraged. 
 
In general, some more indication could be given about the expertise and skills 
required of consultants and public offials to be involved in the different stages of the 
implementation of the noise and soundscape action plan. Managing and designing 
the acoustic environments of the urban realm is indeed a complex and multifaceted 
task, for which specific skills are desirable (or even necessary). While the support of 
noise control engineers and acoustic consultants will always be required, there is a 
case for professionals with different backgrounds also to be involved. 
 
Having in mind that the focus of the soundscape approach includes the positive 
effect of sounds, consideration could be given to the possibility of identifying, 
mapping and managing not only quite areas but also high-quality soundscape areas 
in general (as a quality soundscape doesn’t need to be quiet). 
 
As this is a broad ranging policy document, IOA would suggest consideration be 
given to the inclusion of integrated, quiet(er) delivery and servicing plans, including 
routing and timing, for goods vehicles [of all sizes and types] to assist with the 
management of the cumulative impacts of noise from these activities, especially in 
urban centres. Extensive information on trials and options for these activities are 
available from the Department for Transport and Transport for London. 
 
Some other suggestions are: 
 

 Box 1.1 – Could PHW also consider how sound might be used to improve the 

health and wellbeing of people, to embrace the more positive value that a 

good soundscape can bring inside and outside of buildings. 

 

 Box 2.1 and Para 2.1.3– the triple bottom line approach of people places and 

economic value might also be spelt out here. 

 

 Para 3.3.3 - It would be helpful if the suggestion regarding the presence of 

trees and hedgerows by the roadside or along the central reservation was 

supported by reference to research showing this possible association. 

 

 3.6.2 – Building on the concept of Clean Air Zones, might the concept be 

introduced of an equivalent for soundscape (which is not tranquility), perhaps 

in terms of a Valued Soundscape Zone. 

 

 4.3 The “Agent of Change” principle is an important concept that has emerged 

in recent years.  However, it needs to be recognised that the principle is not 

new and the IOA has concerns that it will not prove to be the panacea for the 
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issues of bringing new noise sensitive dwellings close to existing businesses.  

The IOA would be happy to discuss further with you their views on this 

important issue, perhaps in order to assist with the development of further 

guidance to assist implementation. 

 

 Box 5.2 – could some indication be given of the value in the past of such 

environmental grants be provided as well as examples of the types of project 

they have contributed towards. 

 

 Over recent years, the issue of overheating in buildings has arisen.  There 

appears to be no mention of it in this draft document.  It is worth noting that a 

guidance document is being developed by the Association of Noise 

Consultants in order to assist with this aspect of building design. 

 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 
 
There is a case for making overt reference to the ISO standards on soundscape, 
namely ISO 12913-1 and ISO 12913-2. 
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Ymateb Philip Dunbavin ar ran Gweithgor ISO TC43/SC1/WG54 y Sefydliad 
Safoni Rhyngwladol 

 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 
 
All of the aims are very welcome and particularly the involvement of residents and 
soundscape. The area that concerns me is that Soundscape is a developing science 
which is still at the beginning of its development. I am the convenor of the 
International Standards Organisations Working Group 54 developing the ISO/TS 
12913 – all parts on Soundscape. Parts 1 and 2 have been published and we are 
now working on Part 3 which covers the analysis of the data from soundscape 
studies. We plan that there will be fourth part on the interpretation of the results of 
the analysis. 
 
I have attached an article that appeared in the July/August edition of the Institute of 
Acoustics Bulletin this year that will explain where we are with the development of 
soundscape. Consequently, I am of the view that considerable work will need to be 
funded in order to realise the goals of the action plans. It was not clear to me from 
the consultation document how the plan would be funded. It may be that funding will 
come from diverse sources and some co-ordination will be required to ensure that 
the benefits are maximized. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 

 
From my perspective, as an acoustician, the most significant element is the third 
bullet point of section 2.2.2 which relates to involving the public. This is a vast 
resource which can have no significant cost. The second article I have attached 
covers the Hush City project and its relevance to planning which has just been 
published in the September/October edition of the Institute of Acoustics Bulletin. This 
approach gives residents a sense of ownership and in Berlin it identified a surprising 
number of small pockets of tranquility (every day quiet areas) that did not appear on 
the map of the quiet areas of Berlin. I would strongly recommend adopting this 
approach as part of your overall noise and soundscape action plan 2018 – 2023. 
 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 

 
The concept of Well-being for Future Generations (WFG) dovetails well with the 
World Health Organisations guidance. With that in mind I would draw your attention 
to the following recent announcement. 
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 “We would like to bring to your attention the launch event of the WHO 
Environmental Noise Guidelines. 
 
Noise is one of the top environmental risks to health, and continues to be a 
growing concern among policy-makers and public alike. Based on the 
assessment threshold specified in the Environmental Noise Directive of the 
European Union, at least 100 million people in the EU are affected by road 
traffic noise, and in Western Europe alone, at least 1.6 million healthy years of 
life are lost due to road traffic noise. 
 
The WHO Regional Office for Europe has developed environmental noise 
guidelines for the European Region in response to the request formulated by 
the Member States at the Fifth Ministerial Conference on Environment and 
Health in Parma, Italy, 2010, ‘to develop noise guidelines that include 
transportation noise sources, but also leisure noise and wind turbine noise 
that have not been considered thus far’. 
 
The Environmental Noise Guidelines for the European Region have been 
produced following a rigorous process outlined in the WHO Handbook for 
Guideline Development, involving several groups of experts and stakeholders. 
The guidelines provide a set of source-specific public health 
recommendations on long-term exposure to environmental noise, including 
road traffic, railway, aircraft, wind turbine, and leisure noise. 
 
The launch event will take place on 10 October 2018 in Basel, Switzerland. It 
will gather representatives of Member States, experts and stakeholders and is 
planned as a one-day symposium, with a formal presentation of the 
guidelines, complemented by the panel discussions with the experts and 
stakeholders.” 

 
Whilst that date is after this consultation closes it will have a direct bearing on your 
plans moving forward. Clearly it would be beneficial to obtain a copy of the new 
WHO Environmental Noise Guidelines to further inform your consideration of the 
consultation responses. 
 
Cafodd yr erthyglau canlynol eu hatgynhyrchu gyda chaniatâd caredig Mr 
Dunbavin a'r Athrofa Acwsteg: 
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Ymateb Michael Regelous ar ran Parciau Cenedlaethol Cymru 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Diolch i chi am y cyfle i wneud sylwadau ar y Cynllun Gweithredu drafft ynghylch 
Sŵn a Seinwedd 2018-2023. 
  
Mae’r Awdurdodau Parciau Cenedlaethol yng Nghymru yn gweithio mewn 
partneriaeth, fel Parciau Cenedlaethol Cymru, i ymateb i faterion polisi all 
ddylanwadu ar reoli’r Parciau Cenedlaethol yng Nghymru. 
  
Mae awyr iach, glân a seinweddau naturiol heb sŵn ymwthiol yn nodweddion 
gwerthfawr y parciau cenedlaethol yng Nghymru. Hefyd mae’r Awdurdodau Parciau 
Cenedlaethol yn cydnabod manteision seilwaith gwyrdd / mannau tawel mewn 
amgylcheddau trefol, gwerth pennu ardaloedd gwyrdd, a’r manteision lleihau sŵn a 
llygredd aer a ddaw yn sgîl teithio llesol a symudiadau moddol o ran trafnidiaeth. 
Mae’r rhain yn cael eu hamlygu ym mholisi’r Parciau Cenedlaethol ar gynllunio rheoli 
a chynllunio datblygu. 
  
Mae Parciau Cenedlaethol Cymru yn cefnogi dulliau integredig y Cynllun Gweithredu 
o ran sŵn ac ansawdd aer. Rydym yn cymeradwyo'r camau gweithredu a'r 
strategaeth hirdymor, ac yn nodi’r cysoni â Deddf Llesiant Cenedlaethau’r Dyfodol 
(Cymru) 2015 a Deddf yr Amgylchedd (Cymru) 2016. Mae Parciau Cenedlaethol 
Cymru yn nodi disgwyliadau Llywodraeth Cymru o ran y pum ffordd o weithio mewn 
perthynas â sŵn a seinweddau. Rydym yn croesawu cyfeiriad cynnar y drafft at y 
parciau cenedlaethol (para 1.1.2). Bydd yr Awdurdodau Parciau Cenedlaethol yn 
parhau i weithio gyda’r rhanddeiliaid i warchod a gwella rhai o'r ardaloedd tawel 
mwyaf yng Nghymru, ac i groesawu croestoriad ehangach o gymdeithas Cymru i 
fwynhau manteision yr ardaloedd tawel. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Noise and Soundscape Action 
Plan 2018-2023. 
 
The National Park Authorities in Wales work in partnership, as National Parks Wales, 
to respond to policy issues with the potential to influence the management of Wales’ 
National Parks. 
 
Fresh, clean air and natural soundscapes that are free from intrusive noise are 
valued qualities of Wales’ national parks. The National Park authorities also 
recognise the benefits of green infrastructure / tranquil spaces in urban 
environments, the value of green prescribing and the noise and air pollution 
reduction benefits of active travel and modal shifts in transport. These are reflected 
in National Park management planning and development planning policy. 
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National Parks Wales supports the Action Plan’s integrated approach to noise and 
air quality. We endorse the actions and long-term strategy, and note the alignment 
with the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 and Environment 
(Wales) Act 2016. National Parks Wales notes Welsh Government’s expectation in 
relation to the five ways of working in relation to noise and soundscapes. We 
welcome the draft’s early reference to national parks (para 1.1.2). The National Park 
Authorities will continue to work with stakeholders to conserve and enhance some of 
the largest tranquil areas in Wales, and to welcome a broader cross-section of Welsh 
society to enjoy the benefits of them. 
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Ymateb Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
We welcome the new Noise and Soundscape Action Plan and believe it provides a 
good basis for making progress on managing noise issues in Wales. There are two 
areas which we feel merit further consideration in the plan. 
 
Tranquillity outside urban areas 
 
Reference to tranquillity outside urban areas is not mentioned (in contrast to the 
previous noise action plan).  Those visiting remoter, rural areas, especially where 
natural aspects of the environment are experienced in abundance, seek a much 
higher threshold of tranquillity, absolute tranquillity, to gain their solace.  Absolute 
tranquillity is an irreplaceable resource and is distinct from the relative tranquillity 
gained in accessible natural urban greenspace. According to evidence, from the 
former Countryside Council for Wales, absolute tranquillity is in a trend of decline, for 
example from increases in road traffic. 
 
In Scotland they have designated ‘Wild Land’ areas, of which absolute tranquillity is 
a feature, for their protection from such disturbance.  In Wales we have far fewer 
places that would equate to Scotland’s Wild Land areas.  This makes what we do 
have, and our near absolute tranquil places, a more critical resource to conserve, 
because of their scarcity and because of the pressures, such as development, that 
cause disturbance on them. 
 
We suggest a section on soundscape as an aspect of tranquillity outside urban areas 
is therefore needed, setting out why it is important for our economy and well-being, 
together with an approach recommended for its management. 
 
Road traffic noise maps 
 
We understand that most roads are excluded because of the threshold for mapping.  
Work to include mapping of all roads would provide a more useful and finer grained 
evidence base to inform local policies.  While traditionally the collection of data would 
have been a limitation, the wide availability of such data today (e.g. that used by 
Google Maps) could provide sufficient indication to map broad levels of traffic and 
the patterns of their ebb and flow, at least enough to inform local plan and policy-
making.  By not showing any data at all below our busiest main roads, we limit the 
ability to use the data to do joined up planning.  We would welcome this extension of 
the baseline evidence assessment work. 
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Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
Please find below some amendments to reflect changes since we last contributed to 
the Plan: 
 

 5.5.4: The Cardiff i-tree Eco Assessment is nearly complete so we suggest 

the following amendment: 

 
‘Further studies, using the ‘i-Tree-Eco’ method, have calculated the 
ecosystem benefits of urban trees in Wrexham, Bridgend, the Swansea-Tawe 
areas, and Cardiff.’ 

 

 Box 5.5: We suggest the following additional text is added to the action: 

 
‘including setting out the wider tranquillity context necessary for the 
appreciation of soundscapes.’ 

 

 8.2.2: There has been a delay to the publication of H3 and there is currently 

no deadline so we suggest that the last sentence of this paragraph is 

removed. 
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Ymateb Lisa Lavia ar ran y Noise Abatement Society 
 
Introduction 
 
1. The Noise Abatement Society (NAS) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the 
Welsh Government’s Noise and Soundscape Action Plan 2018-2023. In preparation 
for this response NAS has consulted its members and stakeholders including local 
government, subject matter experts, relevant NGOs and public sector bodies, 
industry and members of the public. 
 
About the Noise Abatement Society 
 
2. The Noise Abatement Society (NAS) was founded in 1959 to find solutions to 
noise pollution and related environmental problems for the public benefit. Our 
founder, John Connell OBE, was a pragmatist and visionary who recognised that 
excessive noise was detrimental to productivity, health, learning and general 
wellbeing. Connell called noise ‘the forgotten pollutant’ and in 1960, after a 
prolonged campaign, lobbied the Noise Abatement Act through Parliament making 
noise a statutory nuisance for the first time in the UK. Nearly sixty years on, NAS 
continues its work responding to concerns about noise, through public outreach, 
engaging government and industry, and applied research to educate, inform and 
encourage responsible practice, and promote and evidence the benefits of holistic 
management of the acoustic environment. For more information, please visit 
www.noiseabatementsociety.com. 
 
CONSULTATION QUESTIONS – ANSWERS 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 
 
The Noise Abatement Society (NAS) welcomes the Welsh Government’s Noise and 
Soundscape Action Plan 2018-2023 and agrees with the actions and long-term 
strategy proposed in the draft. 
 
In particular NAS welcomes the plan’s purposeful integration of noise and 
soundscape management within cross-cutting government policy clearly placing 
good acoustics and the benefits on a par with all other environmental factors and 
their role in enabling, supporting and enhancing health and wellbeing. 
 
NAS applauds the explicit nature of the plan, specifically its clarity regarding 
expectations of collaboration, design thinking and holistic solutions to achieve 
maximum social, environmental and economic benefits and impact namely its: 
 

http://www.noiseabatementsociety.com/
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 Aim to have a ‘broader focus than simply clamping down on the decibels’; it’s 

commitment to ‘create appropriate soundscapes, meaning the right acoustic 

environment in the right time and place’ nationally; it’s recognition that ‘there 

should not be a one-size-fits-all urban soundscape .. any more than every 

street and building should look alike.’ [Ministerial Forward] 

 

 Integration of soundscape into the seven elements of the Well-being of Future 

Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (WFG) and the wider commitment to 

encourage ‘a globally responsible Wales, the development of quieter 

technologies and promoting standards developed in the UK’, recognising the 

wider impact for citizens everywhere. [1.2.1] 

 

 Commitment to ‘consider the feasibility of environmental public health tracking 

of noise and health data as part of wider public health surveillance.’ [Box 1.1] 

 

 Expectation that ‘public bodies subject to the WFG Act follow the five [holistic 

and integrated] ways of working when managing noise and soundscapes.’ 

[Box 2.1] 

 

 Commitment to ‘pursue long-term, enduring solutions to any existing 

instances of noise nuisance’ rather than dependence on short-term solutions 

that may not be truly sustainable or avoid problem recurrence. [2.2.2] 

 

 Integration of local air quality and noise management and the recognition of 

the synergistic benefits achievable that ‘improvement to health and quality of 

life will be greater if improved soundscapes are achieved alongside reductions 

in air pollution’. [Box 3.1] 

 

 Inclusion of environmental noise ‘as an airborne pollutant within its Clean Air 

Programme’ and ‘creating and pursuing any opportunities to further align 

noise/soundscape and air quality policy and regulation in Wales over the 

course of the next five years, in order to achieve multiple benefits from its 

actions.’ [Box 3.3]  

 

 Commitment to overtly link national policy and ‘build upon the new air quality 

and soundscape content of Planning Policy Wales to take forward Wales’ first 

statutory National Development Framework and produce further guidance on 

air and soundscape quality to assist local planning authorities in Wales’ and 

thereby embed the requirement of good acoustic design at the heart of all 

development in Wales. [Section 4 and Box 4.1] 

 

 Approach to future environment grants to reward sustainability and positive 

impact by ‘enhancing the development and delivery of cross-sector 

collaborative projects and seek to maximise the use of the resources 
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available’ to actively support best practice and holistic acoustic design for the 

public benefit. [Section 5.4] 

 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
NAS would recommend the inclusion of integrated, quiet(er) delivery and servicing 
plans, including routing and timing, for goods vehicles [of all sizes and types] to 
better manage the cumulative impacts of noise from these activities, especially in 
urban centres. Extensive information on trials, driver training, equipment and 
management options for these activities are available from the Department for 
Transport [https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/quiet-deliveries-
demonstration-scheme; 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attach
ment_data/file/306851/freight-operators.pdf] and Transport for London 
[https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/deliveries-in-london/delivering-efficiently/retiming-
deliveries]. The aim of these programmes is to support the elimination of 
unnecessary and excessive noise from such activities at all times, as the particular 
character of delivery and servicing noise can be highly disruptive to residents, 
businesses and other sensitive receptors regardless of the duration and/when they 
take place. 
 
 
Ymateb Kristian James ar ran Iechyd Cyhoeddus Cymru 

 
Public Health Wales has already contributed to the plan and therefore supports its 
contribution within section 1.3. Therefore we have no specific further comments via 
this consultation. 
  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/quiet-deliveries-demonstration-scheme
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/quiet-deliveries-demonstration-scheme
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/306851/freight-operators.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/306851/freight-operators.pdf
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/deliveries-in-london/delivering-efficiently/retiming-deliveries
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/deliveries-in-london/delivering-efficiently/retiming-deliveries
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Ymateb Peter Rogers ar ran Sustainable Acoustics Ltd 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
The Welsh draft policy document correctly identifies the hole created a 
preoccupation with noise management by the Environmental Noise directive, in that 
it does goes much further than non transportation noise, and the fact the policy 
seeks to address more generally sound in the environment. This is welcomed as a 
positive step change, which as an acoustic consultancy that places sustainability at 
the core of what we do we welcome. 
 
It is agreed that a more coherent approach is needed to deal with noise 
management and valued sound design in our environments; and that the 
consideration of sound that has positive health effects and are of value should be 
included within that. 
 
The inclusion of the term “Soundscape” is new in national policy, and is now well 
defined in ISO standard as the acoustic environment as perceived or experienced or 
understood by a person or people , in context. Sustainable acoustics therefore fully 
supports policy that includes this as part of redefining that reducing noise is not the 
only consideration, but encouraging the protection and development of values 
soundscapes. Significant guidance will be needed to make good progress against 
this policy, in our view. 
 
In relation to the actions we have the following comments : 
 
It is also welcomed that air quality is considered alongside noise pollution (in Section 
3), given that the WHO recognise noise to be second only to air pollution in terms of 
risk to health. The WHO have just updated their advice , planned to be launched on 
the 10th October 2018 in Switzerland we understand. They state in their 
announcement “noise is one of the top environmental risks to health, and continues 
to be a growing concern among policy makers and public alike”.  “In Western Europe 
1.6 million healthy years of life are lost due to road traffic noise”. Section 1.1.3 
should perhaps take this into account. Box 3.1 is supported as a worthy and 
justifiable goal by evidence. 
 
The recognision that just being below the risk levels for noise is not enough to 
support health and wellbeing is welcomed as a big and necessary step forward in the 
protection and improvement of current and future generations. The appreciation that 
tending to silence is not in itself desirable enables this approach to use sound that is 
valued in the environment (such as natural sounds). This may include vibrant areas 
of manmade sound, such as concerts or the buzz of night life in the city, where the 
noise impact is sufficiently management for those living in the area, to enable the 
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balance required for sustainable development to be achieved between noise impact 
and soundscape design and management .  This directly addresses the views of the 
Chief Medical Officer for Wales. 
 
Tackling noise and improving soundscapes is a sentiment embedded into the well-
being goals identified. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 

 
Comments on the goals are as follows: 
 

 Value, in terms of sustainability must be remembered to not just be economic, 

but societal and environmental (in terms of natural capital), as pointed out in 

2.1.2 in principle, so in the consideration of the prosperous Wales goal this 

should perhaps split more clearly this into these sections (ie. That property 

prices is fiscal, educational attainment and productivity in the work place and 

quick recoveries in hospitals is the societal benefit, whilst the reduction on 

noise in the environment is the environmental benefit). 

 

 In the goal for a healthier Wales, in addition to consideration of traffic noise 

could the improvement in recovery rates in hospitals by reducing noise be a 

consideration  too for improving public health and a focus point for PHW, 

given that PHW “recognizes the importance of appropriate soundscapes to 

the health and wellbeing of people ? 

 

 In the goal about a more equal Wales might it by prudent to embed the 

example a little more in the round and say that those fortunate to live and 

work in tranquil soundings should have the “value of those soundscapes 

protected” whilst those less fortunate should have targeted interventions to 

improve the quality of their soundscapes, and reduce environmental 

inequalities. 

 

 In the vibrant Wales goal it is not clear what the goal would be. It would seem 

necessary to state that poor acoustic environments in schools will be avoided 

and optimized conditions for learning language will be the goal to support 

learning Welsh. Also the protection of historic locations acoustically for the 

benefit of the natural environment and maximizing the benefit to encourage 

pleasant soundscapes that will support tourism. 

 
It is recognized that Wales would be leading the way with this policy, which it is 
hoped would influence other countries. It is pointed out that transportation noise from 
road rail and crucially air do cross borders, which should be a consideration. 
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Having in mind that the focus of the soundscape approach is on the positive effect of 
sounds, possible extension could be made towards the possibility of identifying, 
mapping and managing not only quite areas but also high-quality areas in general 
(as quality soundscape doesn’t need to be quiet). Further, the possibility of planning 
new quiet areas in the three Welsh agglomerations could be open as well, as well as 
preserving areas rated as having valued soundscapes (whether because they are 
tranquil because of lack of manmade sound or perhaps even vibrant because of 
human made sound, such as areas of night life). Because of the temporal nature of 
sound the same location can have very different soundscapes at different times of 
day, which should be accounted for. This idea is developed further below. 
 
Other specific comments include : 
 
Box 1.1 – Could PHW also consider how sound might improve the health and 
wellbeing of people by providing guidance which the IOA could input into, to 
embrace the more positive value that soundscape can bring inside and outside of 
buildings. 
 
Box 2.1 – the triple bottom line approach mentioned above of people places and 
economic value has not been spelt out, and perhaps should be. Could this be 
expanded to read to achieve benefits for the people, places and the economy of 
Wales as a true measure of value ?. 
 
Bullet 5 of 3.3.2 – suggest the addition at the end of “, and any impact caused by 
them on those living around them to an acceptably low level”. 
 
3.6.2 – Given that Clean Air Zones are being considered might the concept be 
introduced here of an equivalent for soundscape (which is not tranquility) but a 
Valued Soundscape Zone. This takes the concept of the AONB into the realm of 
sound, and soundscapes. 
 
4.3 -  the “Agent of Change” principle is an important concept to get clear. 6 
paragraphs are dedicated to it, yet the implications of it are not  explored or 
explained in any depth. It is recommended that further guidance is provided on 
implementing Agent of Change, which we are happy to contribute to as we are 
leading in the area. 
 
For example the scenario explored for music venues is perhaps the clearest to 
illustrate, which is that an existing business will have the protection of Agent of 
Change when new residential encroaches closet to it to protect the valued vibrant 
Soundscape they provide. This in itself is important otherwise the creep of residential 
will lead to venues having to get quieter and quieter, neutralizing vibrancy at night 
and permanently changing the character of the area because the right to complain of 
a nuisance remains in place lawfully. For this to be avoided baseline soundscape 
assessments are needed by authorities as they characterize their areas, to 
determine what benchmark should be set to avoid mitigation being implemented that 
is not adequate to deal with the venues worst case operations. This means the 
polluter does not pay, but the developer would be expected to should they choose to 
develop in this area. The law has still not been tested as to whether a deed of 
easement could apply and hold to then protect the venue, or if the mitigation would 
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mean that provided the venue is sticking within the baseline defined that it would 
have a defense of “reasonableness” against complaints. Guidance is required to 
make this workable, and prevent a scheme that has acoustic protection as part of the 
facade being by-passed by residents who then claim that it is their right to open their 
windows for ventilation at night. 
 
A different example is for a new gym in vacant retail, with existing commercial above. 
With the gym being the Agent of Change and also the noise maker it is perhaps 
clearer,  but what constitutes adequate protection of the existing business’ health 
and wellbeing for those in the offices above, and what regard should be had for the 
fact they could be converted to residential use through permitted development in the 
future. A long term view would require some regard if had of this. Guidance would 
assist this, to avoid such reuse of vacant units to be viable commercially, and not 
presenting a barrier to such uses and economic growth in close proximity to potential 
residential. 
 
Standards commonly used to provide guidance for achieving acceptable conditions 
acoustically almost always relate to anonymous noise sources, which often is not the 
case for things like music, people, transportation sources etc. This makes applying 
standards like BS8233 , or WHO Night noise guidelines very difficult, as more 
stringent criteria may be required to avoid complaints. It is suggested that in 4.4.4 
this is acknowledged by adding at the end “ it should be noted that this guidance 
relates only to anonymous noise, and a more specialist advice should be sought to 
determine what appropriate criteria for the noise sources being considered would be 
to inform packages of mitigation”. 
 
Overheating is not addressed with the guidance section, and since the draft a new 
AVO guidance document has been published jointly CIEH, ANC and the IOA, which 
we suggest could be added in as 4.5.4. 
 
Section 5 - Tranquil spaces, could be best described here with a slight expansion on 
the concept explained. It can be described as a subjective thing that is a type of 
soundscape with high value, which enhances other aspects, and generally is 
understood to be the absence of manmade sound. A space can be tranquil as still 
have high levels of natural sound, such as on a deserted beach, so it need not be 
quiet unless it is linked with manmade sound (such as traffic). This section would be 
reworded to embed this concept, which is one aspect of soundscape that is 
understood by the layman. 
 
Box 5.1 – could a general approach of protecting areas designated as tranquil be an 
option here  ? – this would fit with the Green Flag Award Scheme in covered in 5.6, 
but which does not list tranquility as one of the defined headings, but rather as an 
overall thing. It would be helpful to embed the value of the soundscape into each 
criterion and how that contributes to tranquility. Work by Greg Watts can assist to do 
this. 
 
Box 5.4 – Quiet areas that are identified and managed are not the same as areas 
that are tranquil and equally need to be protected or enhanced where possible. The 
two ideas sit within this box a little uneasily, and both appear linked with the Green 
Flag Award. Could this be teased apart more as clear separate aims a) protect quiet 
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areas , b) identify and protect areas of tranquility and use good design to enhance 
and create areas of tranquility where they did not previously exist. This is not 
explicitly stated in Box 5.5 either. The term “valued for restorative respite” seems to 
fit well however. 
 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 

 
We have inputted into the Institute of Acoustics response, so some of this response 
may be consistent with it, representing what of that are our own views. It is not the 
same in a number of areas, so please take note. 
 
Peter Rogers' involvement with the Institute of Licensing in relation to Agent of 
Change, is of key usefulness, and an area where Soundscape baselines may be of 
great important to make the concept work in urban areas particularly where 
residential encroaches on noise sources of existing businesses.  He would be happy 
to assist in an advisor role in bringing this policy to life, and assisting Wales to lead 
the way in terms of Sustainable Development and in building a greater National 
natural capital asset. 
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Ymateb Dr Yiying Hao ar ran Wood E&IS UK 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Yes, Wood generally agrees with the actions and long-term strategy proposed in the 
draft noise and soundscape action plan. It does aim at achieving all the well-being 
goals specified in the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2016. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 

 
The draft noise and soundscape action plan demonstrates a good understanding of 
the concept of soundscape and soundscape contexts. Soundscape is about the 
perception of the sound environment and beyond, because the cross modal 
perception1 influences the judgment on soundscape quality, which asks for a 
consideration of multiple environmental qualities (e.g. visual and odour) as a whole 
when assessing and designing soundscape. The soundscape management 
mentioned in the action plan accords well with the focus of placemaking in the Welsh 
planning policy, aiming at promoting health and well-being by addressing multiple 
issues rather than single isolated issues. 
 
The draft noise and soundscape action plan innovatively introduces soundscape 
management and sets up goals and ways of working. It would be advantageous to 
briefly clarify how to distinguish soundscape management from environmental noise 
management, and to define the relationship between the two. 
 
Sound is perceived as a resource rather than waste in soundscape management. 
Soundscape management focuses on sounds of preference and requires 
differentiation between sound sources. Enhancing wanted sounds and reducing 
unwanted sounds are both important in soundscape management. The 
environmental noise assessment and soundscape approaches to management and 
design of the acoustic environment vary substantially, but they are not mutually 
exclusive. The traditional noise control and the soundscape approaches are 
complementary methods rather than alternative or conflicting. 
 
Tranquility can be considered as one quality of soundscape. It is one of the factors of 
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), which are designated by Natural 
Resource Wales, Natural England or the Northern Ireland Environment Agency. With 
regards to ‘relative tranquility’, natural sounds are predominant in AONBs, which 

                                                        
1
 Crossmodal perception or cross-modal perception is perception that involves interactions between 

two or more different sensory modalities. Examples include synesthesia, sensory substitution, and the 
McGurk effect, in which vision and hearing interact in speech perception. - Wikipedia 
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indicates that it is not necessary that there is an absolutely absence of man-made 
sounds. Tranquility is included in the National Planning Policy Framework (2018) (in 
England) as an important aspect in the promotion of healthy communities and in the 
preservation of the natural environment. In the Natural Resources Policy (Wales) 
(2016)2, tranquility is “An untroubled state, which is peaceful, calm and free from 
unwanted disturbances. This can refer to a state of mind or a particular environment. 
Tranquility can be measured in terms of the absence of unwanted intrusions, or by a 
balancing of positive and negative factors.” However, there has been no widely-
accepted definition and metric of tranquility in National Policies, although it is 
mentioned in other official statements and guidance3. 
 
Tranquility comprises both quietness and natural settings. In addition to rural areas, 
tranquil places do exist in cities. In an attempt to regain tranquility in busy cities, 
which are not known for being calm and relaxed environments, it is suggested to add 
the point that architects, landscape designers, acousticians and environmental 
scientists should propose the creation of tranquil places by combining building layout 
design, green building design, the presence of vegetation and screening from urban 
noise. 
 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 

 
Section 1.2: 
 
A prosperous Wales: “Areas not subject to excessive noise are more attractive 
places to live and work.” 
 
For areas not subject to excessive noise, an interesting soundscape can increase 
value of the areas for the users, and is usually more popular and desirable. The use 
of soundscape design can be considered as an investment. Soundscape cost-benefit 
can be attractive, given the added value in property, in human health, and generally 
and foremost in wellbeing and quality of life. 
 
A resilient Wales: “Airborne environmental noise is known to affect terrestrial wildlife 
as well as people, although much further research is needed in this area.” 
 
Airborne environmental noise reduces the biodiversity of the urban areas partially by 
masking the communication signal of the fauna. Every organism has its own acoustic 
signal and calendar. Soundscape work by R. Murray Schafer has in part led to the 
development of a field called acoustic ecology – study of the relationships between 
organisms (people, animals, etc.) and the environment through sound. The research 
on the influence of environmental noise on wildlife is mainly from the field of animal 

                                                        
2
 The State of Natural Resources Report (SoNaRR): Assessment of the Sustainable Management of 

Natural Resources. Technical Report (2016). 
3
 Rural White Paper, Our Countryside: The Future – A Fair Deal for Rural England (2000); 

Scottish Natural Heritage Landscape Policy Statement 2005 (Scotland); 
Draft Airports National Policy Statement (England) (2017); 
CAP 1616 – Airspace Design: Guidance on the regulatory process for changing airspace design 
during community engagement requirements (2017); 
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behavior, e.g. homogenization of avifauna in the urbanized areas. There is a need to 
investigate the influence of sound environment on the wildlife within the scope of 
soundscape study. 
 
A more equal Wales: “Targeting interventions to help those most seriously affected 
can reduce these and other environmental inequalities.” 
 
In the context of new residential development in England, PPG-N4 advises that noise 
effects may be partially offset if the residents of affected dwellings have access to a 
relatively quiet façade, or quiet external amenity space for sole use by a limited 
group of residents. In this context, soundscaping would be a powerful tool in 
demonstrating that noise effects can be offset through careful design and application 
of soundscaping principles to external amenity space. Combining soundscaping 
concepts with environmental noise control can enable the creation of more pleasant 
acoustic environments in areas traditionally considered blighted by noise. These 
areas of environmental inequality frequently exist alongside busy infrastructure 
corridors. where property values are lower, with properties more likely to be occupied 
by those with lower income. Soundscaping there has the ability to provide improved 
conditions, leading to reduction in this environmental inequality. 
 
A global responsible Wales: “Noise tends not to carry far from one country to 
another, but good practice may do so.” 
 
Through the proposed Action Plan, Wales has the opportunity to take the lead in 
people centered planning in the UK. Good soundscape practice can be used as 
evidence to promote the issue of policy and standards on soundscape, which will 
benefit soundscape management and future well-being. Nowadays, most of the good 
soundscape practices originate from academia, musicians, artists and designers. 
There is a need to promote good practice in the planning system, in design practice 
nationwide, and beyond Wales. 
 
Section 2.2 Dos and don’ts: 
 
“Taking opportunities to talk to the public about the challenges associated with 
exposure to noise and unhealthy soundscapes, listen to their concerns and seek 
their views on potential solutions and their involvement in delivering them.” 
 
This is within the scope of the data collection in soundscape management. ISO/DIS 
12913-2: ‘Soundscape -- Part 2: Data collection and reporting requirements’ 
provided some methods on the relevant social survey, but the standard5 has been 
revoked. There is a need to standardise the methods and procedures to do this. 
 
Section 5.5.3: 
 

                                                        
4
 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2014) Planning Practice Guidance 

[online] Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance [Accessed 
14/02/2018] 
5
 ISO/DIS 12913-2 Acoustics -- Soundscape -- Part 2: Data collection and reporting requirements 

(2017) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
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“They have only a limited ability to absorb or scatter noise, but much more significant 
is their ability to reduce the perception of noise by hiding the noise source from sight 
and making a place feel more tranquil, both visually and by introducing natural 
sounds to soften an otherwise purely mechanical soundscape.” 
 
Naturalistic scenery (including use of vegetation) can distract attention from a noise 
source even though the noise source is within sight. A ‘green’ area can introduce 
natural sounds (e.g. birdsong, waterfalls) to weaken the perception of urban noise by 
attracting attention and providing sound masking. Besides the natural view, natural 
sounds have the function of restoration. 
 
 
Ymateb Mark Drakeford AC 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Yes. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 

 
No. 
 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 

 
A small group of residents in the Radyr area of the Cardiff West constituency have 
experienced a particular problem with noise pollution from the M4 for a number of 
years, specifically on Maes-Y-Bryn (CF15 8BB). The Cardiff West constituency office 
has been working on their behalf to secure some support in mitigating this issue, but 
have found it difficult to do so. Meetings with Welsh Government ministers concluded 
that a bespoke solution is required. It would be very helpful if such a solution could 
be found as a result of this action plan. 
 
 
Ymateb unigolyn 1 
 
Why is there no equivalent plan for light pollution? 
 
Serious question. Could someone please pick up the ball..? 
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Ymateb unigolyn 2 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Agree. However further work can be done to promote green space and green 
infastructure within development which will have noise reduction benefits. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
Caerphilly Councils contribution is incorrect and the statements provided should be 
reviewed in detail. Caerphilly CBC urban areas particularly in the South of the 
borough has considerable development pressure. The large number of infill 
development is having a negative impact on noise levels. Residents have seen an 
increase in noise levels which may not have been reported to the local authority. 
Large scale road works being undertaken and proposed by CCBC have had little 
noise impact assessments. 
 
 
Ymateb unigolyn 3 

 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 
 
Yes I agree with the long term strategy proposed in the draft noise and soundscape 
action plan. However, I question how it will work. I live in a high density area of 
Houses of multiple occupation that are mostly lived in by students that create a lot of 
transient noise and some anti social behaviour when coming home at all hours of 
night. I have had dealings with student services. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
There are laws against traffic noise, but none for people causing noise. New laws? 
Policed better. 
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Ymateb unigolyn 4 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
The actions quoted are laudable but do not recognise the real problems that are 
happening now and will not be solved by these document, 
 
6.2 Responsibility for public roads 
The division between trunk roads and all other public roads means that all the locals 
roads are the responsibility of the local authority.  There is a lack of funds allocated 
to this important duty.Actions by the LA will not happen due to lack staff to enforce. 
 
6.8 role of the police 
Once again the statements are good objectives.  With the lack of officers and funding 
this will be a very low priority and very little action will ensue.  We have complained 
about loud exhausts and  the resultant effect on the local communities.  Police will 
not take any responsibility to tackle this form of anti social behaviour.  Once again 
the words are fine but in practice nothing will be achieved. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
How will the strategy be turned into actions.Who will take the responsibility for 
making sure that effective action is taken. 
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Ymateb unigolyn 5 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Broadly in agreement however the statement "Air quality and soundscape are 
addressed as a key component of the natural and built environment, placing the 
issues on an equal footing with other objectives such as housing, transport and 
economic development." needs to be strengthened. 
 
Air quality and soundscape should be given greater emphasis and carry more weight 
than the other objectives as the long term health issues of bad planning remain for 
generations. Economic development should never be the over riding factor when it's 
effect is to create costly health and welfare issues through the introduction of, or the 
exacerbation of air and noise pollution. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
Noise and air pollution are significantly attributed to traffic movements  which cover 
large areas yet we rely on local authorities with their limited area of influence to 
shape local road and transport issues against a political background. 
 
Should politicians  with their own or party agendas be allowed to continue to 
influence the quality of the air we breathe or the noise we are subjected to? Where is 
the imput of the health professionals in influencing planning decisions? 
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Ymateb unigolyn 6 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
yes think for too long people have not taken these factors properly into consideration 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 

 
not specific but cases should be viewed individually and not compared against other 
scenarios but against the current levels to make sure the true extent of any 
deterioration is considered 
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Ymateb unigolyn 7 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
yes!!!!. [how long is long term?] but we have had a noise action plan in place [area a 
605] since 2013 its now 2018 sept 28, nothing has been done flintshire county 
council says its not statutory, we are the 1% of the action plan on noise 1.2 metres 
from our front door 4,500,000 per year vehicles vast majority hgvs and growing, 
2015 hgvs where allowed to travel on single carriageways from 40 mph to 50 mph 
which is an increase in noise in an already priority area for noise ????. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
yes i have a number of questions, spoken to dr martin mcvey of welsh gov about or 
concerns, not statutory, flintshire county council reluctance to act, phoned fcc about 
how loud is was living in my home its overwhelming and said its that bad it could 
affect my hearing, he just laughed and said the road noise was making me deaf, i 
dont find it funny also asked about fumes and told me they monitor on a neighbours 
drain pipe with a plastic tube hung upside down then i went to investigate,yes there it 
was, what a joke, 4,500,000 ++ vehicles spewing no, nox, brake dust, clutch dust, 
tyre wear dust and all matter of nasty s [consumables that wear down on vehicles] , 
not very professional with being in 1% of the  la10,50db,18hrs priority for noise area 
a605 north east wales, a pertion was hand to […] of street scene about some our 
issues? no funding ?. 
 
there some very well written articles in the draft noise and soundscape, i could say 
great, but in the real world no, laughed at, ignored, not listened and a lack of funds 
also atkins a firm that was used to access the A5119 noise action plan area A605 for 
the increase by 10 mph to 50 mph monitored and passed it fit of use for hgvs  to 
pass my me less than 2 feet  as i step on to the pavement to walk in either 
direction?, asked flintshire county for a freedom of information about how they come 
to this conclusion, we cant give that information due to the sensitivity of the the deal 
by atkins to flintshire county council. what ???????,   so good luck, someone is 
writing up these extensive plans for the future that was 5 years ago, but no ACTION 
is acted upon, also looking to the future the new red route has the go ahead by ken 
skates north east wales to take the pressure off the A494, but that has a knock effect 
to us on the A 5119  5-7 % thats 315,000++ more vehicles  pass our home, also you 
talk about in your report, loud exhaust pipes!, programmes on the the tv people 
doing up the cars in the latest wrap and loud pipes ?, get the police to act you will 
make a fortune !.and make our lives a lot better. 
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Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 
 
article 8 of the human rights act states we have the right to enjoy our home 
peacefully, not the case our home has not been enjoyed since march 2015 hgvs 
50mph,in fact im sat upstairs at the back of our home traffic very intrusive, 
 
sleeping is affected nightly, hgvs that use this road past our home run on a 24/7 
basis hit or miss weather you get a decent nights sleep, the noise and vibration is 
prominent , i was asked during a meeting with fcc […] ,said, you bought this house 
on this road and i said yes but the speed of hgvs was 40 mph now its 50 mph i was 
shocked by this, like i was to put up and shut up,this meeting was i think 2015, you 
have brought out this noise and soundscape action plan but prior to this was the 
noise action plan 2013- 2018 i had to find this myself ?. 
 
if you make action plans should not all parties act on them, seems they are there but 
just not used or over looked, 
 
infrastructure, the A5119 has and is crumbling under it own use, as is our home, ive 
worked hard all my life for this our home, but the price has devalued as our quality of 
life,due to amount of vehicles and many more to come as the population grows our 
house seems to me be blight to the road, business first [the new red route], peoples 
homes a secondary factor ?,  speeds recorded by fcc 96 mph who cares ?. why 
should we live in fear of a road, madness.two roads for hgvs that want to access 
north west wales eg prestatyn  A5119 and the A548 to the A55 or the trans 
European road network E20 [red route] saint petersburg to shannon airport. 
 
There have been many accidents major and not so, near misses are many, but the 
majority go unreported.after the recent one where a young man was taken in 
ambulance to hospital i had the pleasure of speaking to one of local police officers 
and asked why they go unreported his answer was they log them to control, so im 
guessing control logs them on the system and then given to accountants to access 
on severity, but my question is why flintshire county council does not get the 
information ?. your probably wondering why i have brought up this matter, well living 
in a quiet and safe environment is far from the the truth were we live, and hasn't 
been for along time, pavement widths too narrow,very noise environment, fumes, 
brake dust, tyre wear,clutch dust, no. nox, vibration from the road felt through out the 
house, light pollution, pavement gets flooded unable to leave or front door on certain 
occasions,excessive speeding traffic, also have received a letter from fcc they are 
closing the A548 for six to eight weeks commencing the beginning of October thats 
going to be interesting.one of the two main roads out of north east wales piled on to 
yes you guested it the A5119 ?. 
 
ive as about compulsory purchase of our home and compensation due to the above, 
fcc says we dont do that so won¬t act and cant do, like i said before this report 
makes good reading but what is the point if it can not be acted upon which in the last 
six year is apparent, the author and maker of noise action plan dr martin mcvey 
welsh gov and fcc waste of time and money ive said it now too late,the last report 
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2013- 2018  for the future and this report 2018-2023 what about past failing and the 
here and NOW. 
 
i would like a foi on the total spent since these noise action plans where drawn up on 
the cost, because we and are home have not see the benefits form its content in fact 
we seen a speed increase of 10 mph and increase in speed is an increase in noise 
and lack of safety,fcc  […] safety officer did a report [our ref ss/ljs/lloc] on the 11th 
feb 2016 after being asked the issues of the above answer,"" this stretch of road has 
a good forward visibility and does not contain any bends it does have some 
accesses to properties .these properties have long been established  and ultimately , 
due to the the road lay out and positioning of the dwellings etc, little or nothing can 
be done to improve this.the traffic flows confirm that the route is highly used"". i have 
the traffic flow report which i have come to an average with other reports to 
4,500,000 vehicles that was then also absolute no mention of the noise action plan in 
the report i had to find this out myself due to […] report,also dft hgv speed limit and 
noise letter our ref dft/ts/a11 this letter highlights the criteria for the hgv speed 
increase and factors that local authorities setting local speed limits [dft circular 
01/2013] these are some of the factors is, environmental factors,level of road side 
development,history of collisions,composition of road users. im happy to provide 
information with copies of these letters. 
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Ymateb unigolyn 8 
 
Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Yes I agree with plan but we have a noise action plan in place where we live on the 
A5119  but have been told it is not compulsory to follow it,I personally don't 
understand why spend all this time and money on something  that doesn't have to be 
followed. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
I live in a village on the A5119 ,which is used by heavy fast  traffic ie 
busses,hgvs,trucks, etc .I noticed villages weren't mentioned in your plan I suppose 
you wouldn't expect villages to have this amount of traffic. 
 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 
 
As I have mentioned above I live in a village, you have mentioned in your report 
about quality of live , ,fatigue, disruptive sleep,stress we have all of these plus we 
have to put up with air pollution from the traffic. 
 
All through the hot summer we couldn't open our windows or use our dinning room 
because of the smell and noise from the heavy traffic . 
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Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
I agree with the proposals however there are areas where the proposals would not 
be able to be enforced due to the dynamics of the roadway in conjunction with the 
properties along side the said roadway. 
 
A5119 Flint Mountain - Properties are positioned along the roadway whereby there is 
a very narrow walkway in front of property onto a very busy 50mph roadway carrying 
heavy articulated lorries, buses and a high volume of traffic. 
 
The noise of the heavy vehicles is extreme. Inside the properties the heavy vehicles 
cause huge cracks in the walls from their vibrations. 
 
This road has an inadequate walkway/pavement running alongside only part way 
towards Flint High school where school children are expected to cross over to a 
continuing footpath on the opposite side of the road. This is extremely dangerous 
and there has be a teenager killed previously on this road crossing at this point. 
This is a local authority road and although they have received numerous complaints 
and the request to have speed reduced/cameras fitted nothing is done. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 

 
A5119 Flint Mountain 
 
6.1.2 Reduction in the speed limit - This would reduce noise levels and the vibrations 
causing damage to properties along the roadway. 
 
6.1.3 Encourage safer driving - Average speed cameras would encourage safer 
driving at the reduced speed. 
 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 

 
Annex E - I note there is no contribution from Flintshire County Council to the 
development of document Noise & Soundscape Action Plan 2018 - 2023, WG35191. 
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Question 1: The noise and soundscape action plan is the Welsh Government’s 
central noise policy document, and has been produced collaboratively with 
local authorities and other public bodies. It outlines the Welsh public sector’s 
strategic policy direction in relation to noise and soundscape management for 
the next five years. Do you agree with the actions and long-term strategy 
proposed in the draft noise and soundscape action plan? If not, what do you 
think the Welsh Government and other public bodies should be doing 
differently? 

 
Received late, no time to read. 
 
We have requested changes in Castleton to slow vehicles down to prevent the 
frequent near misses caused by speeding traffic and so that we can cross the road 
to catch a bus or to go home, but Newport City Council refuse to cooperate saying 
they have no money. 
 
Question 2: Do you have any comments on the content of the draft noise and 
soundscape action plan, besides the proposed actions and long-term 
strategy? 
 
We need things done immediately, while I am still sane!!! 
 
I believe there is such a thing as low noise tarmac = please put some on the A48 
Cardiff to Castleton 
 
Question 3: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any 
related issues, which we have not specifically addressed, please use this 
space to report them: 

 
I haven't had time to read it all, but I am on the A48 and the A48M runs not far away 
behind my property. 
 
I suffer from  Tinnitus, Increasing sleep disturbance and Annoyance. 
 
Key problems are:- 
 

 HGV's 

 Speeding motorists (particularly racing their cars at night) 

 Motorbikes (particularly those without silencers 

 Road Works vehicles (dumping traffic cones without warning) 

 Recycling Lorries 

 Vehicles with loud music 

 Vehicles blowing their horn at other motorists not following road signs 

 Stationary traffic, particularly during congestion on other routes 
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Ymateb unigolyn 11 (rhannol) 
 
Stop aircraft flying over houses at lower levels 
 
We have a lot of different people using St athen airbase. Not all whom stick to the 
rules they were given about flying over the town of llantwit major 
 
 
Ymateb unigolyn 12 (rhannol) 
 
Tinnitus as traffic related is incorrect, or at least extremely misleading. 
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